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Breakthrough Over the Enemies Attack on Resources 

I believe this is a timely and important word from the Lord. It has to do with a real battle and a

promise of great victory. I'm asking you to read it and agree. Then respond in prayer together.

I received a burden from heaven that there is a real demonic attack on people's finances. I know

that could be said anytime, but there's always a need for financial breakthrough and a struggle. But

I know this is a burden from heaven to pray through this attack. I believe there are demonic

assignments against the kingdom of God's resources and promises of wealth for kingdom. In recent

prayer times Ive said, "God it's been a hard recession in the economy for many years. " The Lord

would respond with "I'm giving you a burden to pray through financial breakthrough for the people

of God. "The Holy Spirit has impressed on my heart that there is a real battle against the double

portion Jubilee blessing that God is releasing to his people this year! I feel like I've received

authority and a mandate to pray through in my Secret Place for financial breakthroughs and

miracles. I'm committed to receiving a fresh anointing for this specific area of breaking the church

into financial increase for the work of the kingdom. I said "God I will breakthrough and my

breakthrough will be a breakthrough for many!" These times of prayer in the Secret Place are key

to receiving revelation that's going to help us open the double doors to step into God's favor and

promotion.

Specifically, I felt the Lord show me that the enemies attack is targeted against our promises in

Isaiah 60: 1-15. This begins with the Glory, Promise of Favor, Harvest, and the Wealth (riches) of

gentiles coming to us for kingdom. This is the verse He gave me in Isaiah 60: 5, "Then you will look

and be radiant, your heart will throb and swell with joy; the wealth (riches) on the seas (commerce)

will be brought to you, to you the riches of the nations will come." Then in v 11 "Your gates will be

open continually; They will not be closed day or night, So that {men} may bring to you the wealth of

the nations, With their kings led in procession."

Here are some of the promises God gives us in his Glory prophesied in Isaiah 60 which has a now and

future Application. Let's call them prophetic blessings!

There are Three Major Themes in the Chapter

1) Harvest and Prodigals

2) Glory Presence and Favor

3) Financial wealth and Joy

Promises in Isaiah 60

1) The people of God will lead the world with the light of his Shekinah Glory in darkness v1

Let's remember the Hebrew word for glory, kab?d, is actually defined as abundance, honor, glory,

riches, wealth, and splendor. Embedded in the very definition of glory is a weighty splendor of

wealth. The Bible shows us that there is a correlation between the glory of God and appearance of

wealth. Isaiah 60 begins with the declaration that the glory of God has come and risen upon us.

2) Promise that the our sons, daughters and exiles will return because of the Glory brightness

(Favor) v4

3) Promise of wealth and riches of nations v5-7

4) A Promise of wealth to come and the return of the exiles v 8-9

5) Promise of possessing the land and prospering in it. v21-22

Let's Contend for his promised Blessing

Haggai 2:6-8

"I will shake all the nations; and they will come with the wealth of all nations, and I will fill this house

with glory," says the Lord of hosts. "The silver is Mine, and the gold is Mine," declares the Lord of

hosts. (NASB)

I know we are committed to praying with you for your Financial Breakthrough. We need you to

stand with us too. Please consider helping a immediate need that we have as a ministry. It is not a

large but it is a serious need at this time. We need 20,000 and know our partners and friends can

help. There may be several of our donors that can help significantly but many more just any seed at

this time will help us advance. Consider these Scriptures in your giving today!

-Elijah required the starving widow woman to bake him a cake first, then God blessed her (1 Kings

17:13).

-Jesus commanded his disciples to have faith, then they would move mountains (Matthew 17:20).

-Moses instructed the people of God to sacrifice their best lamb, then God delivered them from

Egypt (Exodus 12:21, 25).

Please sow a seed to help us at this time and let us believe God with you for your Breakthrough. Be

encouraged by the below verse as you respond today. Include a prayer request with your giving

with your seed for breakthrough.

Outrageous Generosity

The Glory brings the financial breakthrough but generosity brings the glory. The classic example of

this in Scripture is found in 2Chr. 7:1 When Solomon finished praying, fire came down from heaven

and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices, and the glory of the LORD filled the temple. 2

The priests could not enter the temple of the LORD because the glory of the LORD filled it. 3 When

all the Israelite s saw the fire coming down and the glory of the LORD above the temple, they knelt

on the pavement with their faces to the ground, and they worshiped and gave thanks to the LORD,

saying, "He is good; his love endures forever."
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